
Is this possible? 

no 

Cancels the class, reschedules the cancelled 

class at another time and notifies students 

accordingly. 

Programme administrator - 

planner 
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No 
 

 

Conducts individual discussions with the faculty member, in order to agree on replacing 

the class with a class given by another faculty member to the same group of students, 

without changing the time of the class 

Head of the Study Department 
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yes 

 

 

Head of Department 
Acts as the situation 
requires 

Writes a set form of electronic 

submission to the Head of the 

Study Department and informs him 

that he or she cannot be present, 

explaining the reason and offering 

a solution. 

Is the offered solution 

acceptable? 

Reviews and registers the submission. Head of the Study Department 

Faculty member 

Ascertains that he 

or she will not be 

able to attend the 

planned class 

Considers the options for ensuring that the 

class takes place at the planned time incl. 

- Inviting another faculty member, who could give the specific lecture; 

- Inviting an industry professional; 

- Offering a video lecture prepared in advance, or a film, test work, etc. 

Informs the Student Administrator 

about the changes, sending a 

submission 

The frequency of and rationale for delays are 

taken into account in the faculty member’s 

annual evaluation. 

Are classes being cancelled 

less than 24 hours before 

the start of the class? 
No 

Yes 
 

Within 3 business days 

submits a written 

explanation to the department                

head about the reasons, 

why the class was 

cancelled 

Faculty member 

Informs students during the 

next class about the reasons 

for the changes 

 
 

 
Is the delay to classes 

long-term (over 10 days)? 

 

no 

Assesses the faculty member’s explanation. 

Informs the Head of the Study 

Department 

Informs both faculty members 

and students about changes in 

the content of the class 

The Head of the Department and 

the programme director jointly 

organise the replacement of the 

faculty member. 


